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ABSTRACT
GPUs are massively parallel processors that allow solving problems

that are not viable to traditional processors like CPUs. However,

implementing applications for GPUs is challenging to programmers

as it requires parallel programming to efficiently exploit the GPU

resources. In this sense, parallel programming abstractions, notably

domain-specific languages, are fundamental for improving pro-

grammability. SPar is a high-level Domain-Specific Language (DSL)

that allows expressing stream and data parallelism in the serial code

through annotations using C++ attributes. This work elaborates on

a methodology and tool for GPU code generation by introducing

new attributes to SPar language and transformation rules to SPar

compiler. These new contributions, besides the gains in simplicity

and code reduction compared to CUDA and OpenCL, enabled SPar

achieve 331% of higher throughput when exploring combined CPU

and GPU parallelism, and 665% when using batching.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Stream processing systems have been increasing in popularity over

the last few years. They are especially relevant for dealing with
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the large amount of data being produced by live sources such as

IoT devices, social media, and financial markets. However, in order

to achieve efficient computation, programmers need to carefully

accommodate the streaming application according to the under-

lying computing resources. This task usually requires parallelism

strategies and other low-level optimizations, which are challenging

for most application programmers. Usually when programmers

try to implement efficient code, they end up mixing the applica-

tion business logic with the parallelism strategy. Consequently,

the code quickly becomes complex, and ordinary activities such as

implementing, debugging, and maintaining code become cumber-

some and error-prone tasks. Furthermore, modern applications can

benefit from the composition of different parallelism strategies to

improve performance. For example, stream processing applications

usually expose data parallelism within some streaming stage.

In this sense, new methodologies promote parallel programming

abstractions to ease the task of writing parallel code. Commonly,

we organize parallel programming abstractions into three layers or

levels: 1) a set of fundamental and low-level mechanisms that allow

accessing hardware features such as triggering or synchronizing

threads (e.g., CUDA); 2) a set of parallel patterns that hide many

lower-level complexities via templates that work as ready-to-use

parallelism strategies (e.g., Intel TBB); and 3) domain-specific lan-

guages that employ high-level abstractions via code annotations

that are used to generate automatic parallel code (e.g., SPar).

The state-of-the-art parallel programming abstractions targeting

general purpose CPUs are mostly from the second-level. The pro-

grammer is equipped with composable, parametric, and reusable

abstractions that can be inter-connected to help modeling complex

data streams. Apart from that, GPUs are powerful architectures

that are equipped with thousands of cores targeting problems that

are complex to be solved on CPUs. When the programmer needs to

deal with specialized computing systems like GPUs, the available

solutions he can use are essentially from the first-level of paral-

lelism abstractions. Therefore, programmers need to reason about a

new lower-level language and design a new strategy for combining

multi-core and many-core parallelism.

When we inspect the available frameworks for GPU program-

ming in the literature, the standard tools are CUDA and OpenCL.
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Also, there are some alternatives in the industry and scientific

community. Frameworks like HIP [2] offer wrappers over CUDA

and OpenCL, which facilitates developing portable code between

GPUs of different vendors. Some frameworks like FastFlow, Kokkos,

SkePU, and Thrust additionally offer parallel patterns via structured

parallel programming to approach GPUs. Other frameworks such as

OpenACC, OpenMP, and hiCUDA provide code annotations do ab-

stract some complexities, but they still require hardware knowledge

and specific optimizations. Despite the differences between GPU

supported frameworks, all of them share a common characteristic:

they require significant programming efforts and knowledge about

parallelism and hardware aspects. In fact, very few frameworks

tried to provide abstractions for stream parallelism targeting CPUs

and GPUs simultaneously.

Considering the literature limitations, in this paper, we leverage

SPar’s high-level language and extend it to support parallel code

for CPUs combined with GPUs on stream processing applications.

SPar is a Domain Specific Language (DSL) embedded in C++ that

offers third-level abstractions to express stream parallelism via code

annotations. However, SPar was only generating code for multi-

core architectures. In this work we define and implement new

transformation rules in SPar’s compiler to make it able to generate

automatic parallel code for CPUs combined to GPUs via source-

to-source code transformations. Our main scientific contributions

are: (1) a high-level language extension to support GPUs; (2) a code

generation methodology for the compiler that translates high-level

annotations to parallel code; and (3) an evaluation of our proposed

methodology using three applications from different domains.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

gives a bird’s eye view of SPar, highlights our motivations, and

introduces our new language for GPUs along with the compiler

methodology for source-to-source parallel code generation. Sec-

tion 3 presents the results of our experiments. Section 4 introduces

our related work and Section 5 the conclusion and future work.

2 HIGH-LEVEL STREAM AND DATA
PARALLELISM

In this section, we introduce a programming model for expressing

stream and data parallelism in stream processing applications target-

ing multi-cores and GPUs. The outline of this section is the follow-

ing: Section 2.1 introduces the SPar programmingmodel. Section 2.2

describes our motivation for extending SPar to offload streaming

data-intensive computation routines into GPUs. Section 2.3 intro-

duces the new high-level language that enables stream and data

parallelism annotations in C++ code. Then, in Section 2.4 we lever-

age the new language and implement a new compiler methodology

that automatically generates heterogeneous parallel code using

source-to-source code transformations.

2.1 SPar Programming Model
SPar (acronym for Stream Parallelism) is a programming model

for expressing stream parallelism in C++ codes. SPar was first in-

troduced in 2016 [8, 10] and is being built upon since. Currently,

different research works are being conducted in SPar’s ecosystem,

mainly they target different architectures (i.e. CPUs, Clusters, and

Sink

[[spar��ToStream]] 
while(1){
  item = read();
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item),
  spar��Output(item),
  spar��Replicate(4)]]
  { compute(item); }
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item)]]
  { write(item); }
}

Data item

Application code

SPar code

Communication
queue

compute()

read()

write()

compute()

Source

Figure 1: SPar annotations and the data flow generation.

low-resource hardware devices) and extend support to further par-

allelism paradigms (i.e. data parallelism and data flow).

SPar aims at providing higher levels of abstraction to hide the

difficulties inherited of computer architectures and systems and

the challenge of writing parallel code. SPar design principles are

towards productivity and portability. It provides a clear separation

of concerns between the application business logic and parallelism

details. Therefore, programmers that employ SPar can focus on

the application, while SPar’s compiler is in charge of providing

parallelism-specific optimizations.

SPar equips programmers with a domain-specific language (DSL)

that can be used for annotating data stream regions in sequential

C++ code. Afterwards, the SPar compiler analyses these information

and automatically generates parallel code. The code generation is

accomplished using source-to-source transformations performed

directly in the standard C++ AST (abstract syntax tree). Since the

SPar compiler represents the full semantics of the C++ standard

in an internal AST, it gives SPar the support required to perform

complex and powerful code transformations.

The SPar language was initially conceptualized via five domain-

specific attributes: (1) ToStream denotes the scope of a data stream

in the code (can be a loop constantly receiving data); (2) Stage
denotes the scope of a sequential stage/block (can be a computation

step applied to each item of the data flow); (3 and 4) Input and

Output, as the name suggests, are the inputs and outputs of a data

stream region or a processing stage; (5) Replicate is a special

attribute that informs a processing stage could be replicated.

The programmer may use the aforementioned attributes in order

to express information about the data stream in a sequential C++

code. Note that the programmer uses a high-level language and

does not deal with low-level code. For instance, Figure 1 shows a

traditional stream processing application annotated with SPar. The

application constantly reads data from a source, applies a computa-

tion step and writes results into a sink. The ToStream indicates the

annotated region of code represents a data flow. In this region, each

item read from a source is processed by two Stages. The first Stage
consumes a data item, applies a computational routine over the data

and sends it forward. Also, the Replicate attribute indicates the
stage is replicated using the specified number. The second Stage
consumes the previous data item and writes them into a sink.

A high-level representation of the parallelism mechanisms gen-

erated by SPar is represented in cyan on the right-hand side of
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Figure 1. After analyzing the information provided by the pro-

grammer, SPar’s compiler converges into a suitable parallel data

stream by employing the Farm pattern. Once the parallel pattern

was selected, SPar can generate the parallel code targeting differ-

ent runtimes. The original SPar version [9] generates parallel code

using the FastFlow library. Recent works [14, 15] extended SPar to

support parallel code generation targeting Intel Threading building

blocks and OpenMP.

2.2 Motivation for language extension
In the last few years, the rise of massively parallel hardware and the

performance differences of the multi-core and many-core architec-

tures led developers to move computationally intensive (parallel)

parts of programs to accelerators (such as GPUs). However, pro-

gramming for many-core hardware poses additional challenges

concerning parallel programming for multi-core machines, due to

the differences in the architectural design and separate memory

spaces. It is a challenge to synchronize computation and data be-

tween different computing systems. Usually, programmers require

to design and implement exclusive low-level parallelism strategies

particular to each application and computing system architecture.

Modern High-Performance Computing (HPC) servers are com-

posed of a combination of multi-core CPUs and many-core GPUs.

In order to take advantage and efficiently exploit the underlying

parallel resources, applications programmers rely on available APIs

(Application Programming Interface) or parallel programming mod-

els. While many tools for GPU programming does not offer efficient

abstractions for stream parallelism [6, 31], other tools are not able

to efficiently exploit the computing resources since they do not

consider the data parallelism exposed by the stream processing

applications [16, 32]. Even tools that support stream and data par-

allelism require significant code refactoring in order to exploit the

heterogeneous hardware [1].

Ideally, the tools developed by system programmers should pro-

vide efficient abstractions that does not require stream process-

ing application programmers to learn hardware details in order

to exploit the parallelism available in the computer architecture.

However, the lack of high-level abstractions to explore these ar-

chitectures was limiting SPar’s usage among application program-

mers. Although possible, exploiting GPU parallelism using SPar

annotations required much effort and deep knowledge about the

underlying architecture [29]. The current SPar attributes are closely

related to the stream parallelism domain. Also, they do not express

any semantics of the data parallelism properties. It was necessary

an extension to SPar language to express data parallelism along

with stream parallelism.

Therefore, we posed ourselves the challenge to design efficient

and high-level parallel programming abstractions for expressing

parallelism on stream processing applications targeting heteroge-

neous parallel computer architectures, without substantial changes

to the original syntax and semantics. We propose a simple and ex-

pressive unified programmingmodel for expressing stream and data

parallelism using C++ attributes. We introduce the new language

and compiler strategies in the following sections.

2.3 Data parallelism attributes in SPar
In order to safely generate parallel code, the compiler must be

sure that the operation being applied to the data elements can be

executed in parallel, i.e. it is a pure function: “whose output depends
only on its input and does not modify any other system state” [21].

Functional programming semantics defines a pure function as “a

function that, given the same input, will always return the same

output and does not have any observable side effect” [19]. Since

there is no standard way of automatically detecting this property

in a given C++ code block [3, 7, 26], the application programmer

must provide this information. In the following we present the SPar

language extension we propose to support data parallelism:

2.3.1 Pure. None of the current SPar attributes (presented in Sec-

tion 2.1) carries information about the pureness of the code. Thus,
we created a novel attribute called Pure to identify operations that

can be safely executed in parallel [28]. The Pure attribute indicates

that the annotated code block is a pure function. This attribute may

be used along with the Stage attribute list to mark the entire Stage
as pure, or as an identifier attribute inside code regions annotated

with Stage to mark specific portions of the Stage region as pure

operations. The input and output data of the pure region are de-

fined by the Input and Output attributes. In SPar, a Stage or code

block is considered a pure function when it satisfies the following

statements to guarantee correct use and correct code generation:

(1) The Pure region cannot have any side effects (i.e., mutation

on non-local variables).

(2) Pure loop iterations cannot have execution order depen-

dency (i.e., depending on the values modified by previous

iterations).

(3) The Pure region cannot access any global variable that are

not listed in the Input attribute.

From the programmer perspective, the Pure is another attribute

that increases the language expressiveness. It enables programmers

to identify and annotate data parallelism inside the Stage. On the

other hand, the compiler transformation rule identifies that this

region/function can be computed in parallel over multiple data.

It is up to the compiler scan the available hardware and decide

to which parallel architecture (GPU or multi-core) generate the

stream parallelism with data parallelism code. Figure 2 presents

a high-level representation of the transformations performed by

SPar’s compiler in the presence of the Pure attribute. Besides gen-

erating the code for the stream management, as it was illustrated

in Figure 1, SPar generates the code for host-device data transfer

and communication (represented as offload() in Figure 2) and

invokes the pure function (compute()) in the accelerator.

Figure 3 presents examples of more complex annotation schemas.

Figure 3(a) shows a Pure region calling compute_A() inside a

Stage that is not replicated and then a replicated Stage calling

compute_B(). The activity graph shows that SPar generates the

GPU code and then sends the outputted data items to the n repli-
cated workers. Figure 3(b) shows a Pure attribute being used inside
a replicated Stage. In this case, SPar leverages the thread-safety

capabilities of the underlying runtime library to manage multiple

workers invoking kernels on the GPU simultaneously.
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Sink

[[spar��ToStream]] 
while(1){
  item = read();
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item),
  spar��Output(item)]]
  {
    [[spar��Pure,
    spar��Input(item),
    spar��Output(item)]]
    { compute(item); } 
  }
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item)]]
  { write(item); }
}

Data item

Application code

SPar code

Communication
queue

read()

write()

Source

compute()

GPUCPU

offload()

Device

Figure 2: Example of SPar annotations for GPU offloading.

2.3.2 Impure. As explained before, the Pure attribute enables pro-

grammers to express stateless data parallelism. However, pure re-

gions can perform stateful or "impure" operations that hinders the

ability to exploit parallelism in this region. For instance, a single

line of code with side effects, by definition, would classify the entire

block of code as being not pure. For enabling SPar to leverage the en-

tire properties of a Pure block of code, users would require to man-

ually deal and synchronize the impure operations while "purifying"

them. Alternatively, we equipped programmers with the Impure
attribute to identify impure regions inside pure blocks. Therefore,

programmers can use the Impure to annotate the code region they

want to "purify". Then, SPar’s compiler will try to automatically

implement the required synchronization mechanisms to allow par-

allelism. For example, when targeting multi-cores an impure region

of code is purified using locks or other optimizations such as the re-

duce parallel pattern [20]. In this work, we already implemented an

optimization that identify Reduce patterns and automatically gen-

erate the required synchronization between parallel GPU threads

and kernels. Other abstractions for the Impure attribute that can
be investigated in the future are speculative synchronization mech-

anisms, different parallel patterns, and GPU atomic operations.

2.3.3 Data Management. When designing our high-level language,

we also identified that in order to automatically manage data copies

between host and device memories, the SPar compiler must know

the length of any data to be copied. This also applies to other

computing architectures supported by SPar such as distributed

memory. Therefore, in our language we propose a modified syntax

to express vector and array sizes in the SPar Input and Output
attributes. We expect the programmer to annotate the size of a

contiguous allocated memory space via Input(data[size]) or

output(data[size]). The data can be statically or dynamically

allocated, and can be of any data type, however, the declaration of

custom types must be accessible by the compiler.

2.3.4 Batch. A previous work [29] has evaluated different parallel

programming models when combining stream and data parallelism.

One of their conclusions is that fine-grained stream processing

may not generate enough workload to properly exploit massively

parallel architectures such as GPUs. Thus, some stream processing

applications may not provide the expected performance scalability

when using GPUs. For these cases, we are providing the possibil-

ity to express stream batches in SPar through the new auxiliary

attribute for the Stage, named Batch, which activates the batching

optimization for this specific Stage [13]. The programmer can spec-

ify as argument the size of the batch with literal or integer variable.

In principle, this is the amount of stream items to be computed at

once by the annotated stage, which must be a Pure stage. In short,

Batch allows programmers to define the stream item granularity.

Figure 4 represents the transformations performed by SPar’s com-

piler when the attributes Pure and Batch are used together with a

Stage attribute. SPar generates the code to accumulate N (which is

4 in Figure 4) data items and processes them together in the GPU.

Data source and sink are omitted in the Figure for simplicity.

2.4 Parallel Code Generation
The SPar programming model is based on the C++ attributes pre-

sented in Section 2.1, which we extended by adding the attributes

presented in Section 2.3. Figure 5 presents an overview of SPar’s

methodology for parallel code generation. The attributes defined in

the SPar language are combined in annotation schemas, following

the definitions to ensure correct usage. The rules define parallel

patterns that are generated based on each annotation schema and

are implemented in the compiler.

The compiler implementation follows a three-step approach:

(1) the compiler scans the code and parses the C++ syntax, vali-

dating the combination of attributes in annotation schemas. Af-

ter parsing the code the compiler generates an Abstract Syntax

Tree (AST), which is then analyzed to extract information from

the annotated source code. The analysis of the AST identifies the

attributes being used, optimization opportunities, and extract any

information needed for the next steps; (2) the compiler matches

the transformation rules defined in the language to the annotated

code, deciding which parallel pattern will be generated according

to the annotation schema. This is performed in a per-annotation

schema basis, i.e., the transformation rules implemented in the

compiler are checked individually against each annotation schema

in the code, which allows programmers to apply many annotation

schemas in a single source file. By checking all transformation

rules for each annotation schema, the compiler also allows for both

data and stream parallelism to be exploited in a single annotation

schema; and (3) the compiler then applies the transformation rules

and transforms the AST code by inserting calls to lower-level run-

time libraries that implement the parallel patterns. The transformed

AST is then converted into C++ code and compiled into a binary

executable.

The original rules to generate the Pipeline and Farm parallel

patterns were presented in [9]. An example of the Farm pattern

generated from an annotation schema is presented in Figure 1.

With the novel attributes for data parallelism, we extended the

existing rules to generate the data-parallel patterns Map, Reduce,

and MapReduce. The full set of attributes now allow transforma-

tion rules targeting stream and data parallelism to be combined.

Figures 2 and 3 present examples of combined stream and data

parallelism being generated by the SPar compiler targeting an het-

erogeneous architecture. We implemented the data parallel patterns

for both CUDA and OpenCL via C++ template library in order to
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[[spar��ToStream]] 
while(1){
  item = read();
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item),
  spar��Output(item)]]
  {
    [[spar��Pure,
    spar��Input(item),
    spar��Output(item)]]
    { compute_A(item); } 
  }
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item),
  spar��Output(item),
  spar��Replicate(n)]]
  { compute_B(item); }
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item)]]
  { write(item); }
}

Data item
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read()

write()
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compute_A()
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offload()

Device

compute_B() compute_B()

(a) Pure region before Replicated Stage.

Sink

[[spar��ToStream]] 
while(1){
  item = read();
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item),
  spar��Output(item),
  spar��Replicate(n)]]
  {
    [[spar��Pure,
    spar��Input(item),
    spar��Output(item)]]
    { compute(item); } 
  }
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item)]]
  { write(item); }
}

Data item

Application code

SPar code

Communication
queue

read()

write()

Source

compute()

GPU

CPU
offload()

Device

compute()

GPU

CPU
offload()

(b) Pure region inside Replicated Stage.

Figure 3: Example of SPar annotations for GPU offloading in complex graphs.

line of code with side effects, by definition, would classify the entire

block of code as being not pure. For enabling SPar to leverage the en-

tire properties of a Pure block of code, users would require to man-

ually deal and synchronize the impure operations while "purifying"

them. Alternatively, we equipped programmers with the Impure
attribute to identify impure regions inside pure blocks. Therefore,

programmers can use the Impure to annotate the code region they

want to "purify". Then, SPar’s compiler will try to automatically

implement the required synchronization mechanisms to allow par-

allelism. For example, when targeting multi-cores an impure region

of code is purified using locks or other optimizations such as the re-

duce parallel pattern [20]. In this work, we already implemented an

optimization that identify Reduce patterns and automatically gen-

erate the required synchronization between parallel GPU threads

and kernels. Other abstractions for the Impure attribute that can
be investigated in the future are speculative synchronization mech-

anisms, different parallel patterns, and GPU atomic operations.

2.3.3 Data Management. When designing our high-level language,

we also identified that in order to automatically manage data copies

between host and device memories, the SPar compiler must know

the length of any data to be copied. This also applies to other

computing architectures supported by SPar such as distributed

memory. Therefore, in our language we propose a modified syntax

to express vector and array sizes in the SPar Input and Output
attributes. We expect the programmer to annotate the size of a

contiguous allocated memory space via Input(data[size]) or

output(data[size]). The data can be statically or dynamically

allocated, and can be of any data type, however, the declaration of

custom types must be accessible by the compiler.

2.3.4 Batch. A previous work [29] has evaluated different parallel

programming models when combining stream and data parallelism.

One of their conclusions is that fine-grained stream processing

may not generate enough workload to properly exploit massively

parallel architectures such as GPUs. Thus, some stream processing

applications may not provide the expected performance scalability
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[[spar��ToStream]] 
while(1){
  item = read();
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item),
  spar��Output(item),
  spar��Pure, 
  spar��Batch(4)]]
  { compute(item); }
  [[spar��Stage,
  spar��Input(item)]]
  { write(item); }
}
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GPUCPU
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Figure 4: Representation of SPar’s batching implementation.

when using GPUs. For these cases, we are providing the possibil-

ity to express stream batches in SPar through the new auxiliary

attribute for the Stage, named Batch, which activates the batching

optimization for this specific Stage [13]. The programmer can spec-

ify as argument the size of the batch with literal or integer variable.

In principle, this is the amount of stream items to be computed at

once by the annotated stage, which must be a Pure stage. In short,

Batch allows programmers to define the stream item granularity.

Figure 4 represents the transformations performed by SPar’s com-

piler when the attributes Pure and Batch are used together with a

Stage attribute. SPar generates the code to accumulate N (which is

4 in Figure 4) data items and processes them together in the GPU.

Data source and sink are omitted in the Figure for simplicity.

2.4 Parallel Code Generation
The SPar programming model is based on the C++ attributes pre-

sented in Section 2.1, which we extended by adding the attributes

presented in Section 2.3. Figure 5 presents an overview of SPar’s

methodology for parallel code generation. The attributes defined in

the SPar language are combined in annotation schemas, following

the definitions to ensure correct usage. The rules define parallel

Figure 3: Example of SPar annotations for GPU offloading in complex graphs.
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avoid vendor lock-in (enabling different GPU vendors). This library

is an intermediate code representation of low-level template-based

parallelism implementations when generating GPU parallel code.

2.4.1 Automatic and Semi-automatic Optimizations. When com-

bining stream and data parallelism, the compiler inserts the code

for preparing and compiling the GPU kernel before the streaming

region so that these initialization steps are performed only once for

the entire processing of the stream. Some of the objects of CUDA

and OpenCL runtimes cannot be shared among the host threads

used to exploit stream parallelism. During the code generation, the

compiler handles them appropriately when generating the GPU

parallel code.

If the Batch attribute is present in a Stage annotation, the com-

piler adds a vector of stream items in the stage structure to store

all the incoming stream items. When the vector reaches the size

defined as argument of the Batch attribute or if the stream comes to

an end, the entire batch of items is processed at once in a single GPU

kernel invocation. This process increases the latency but improves

throughput in cases where stream items do not expose enough

computation to be worth offloading to the GPU. The application

developer should consider this trade-off between throughput and

latency to decide whether to use the Batch attribute and the batch

size that best suits their needs. We present details of this trade-off

in Section 3.3.

3 EXPERIMENTS
3.1 Methodology and Environment
The experiments were conducted on a machine equipped with a

processor Intel i9-7900X@ 3.3 GHz (10 cores and 20 threads), 48 GB

of RAM (3×16 GBDDR4@2400MT/s), and a GPUNVIDIA Titan Xp

(3840 CUDA cores) with compute capability 6.1 and 12 GB GDDR5X

@ 2400 MHz of memory. The operating system was Ubuntu 20.04

LTS (kernel 5.4.0-86-generic). The NVIDIA driver installed was the

450.102.04. The software utilized was CUDA Toolkit v11.0, OpenCL

1.2, and GCC 9.3 with -O3 compiler flag.
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Figure 6: Results of Lane Detection (LD) throughput.

3.2.1 LD benchmark. Figure 6 shows the results of the LD bench-

mark. As can be seen, the GPU versions were up to 22% better than

the best result of the CPU parallel version in Figure 6(a), and 47%

in Figure 6(b). The difference of performance when varying the

Workloads for the GPU occurs because the Workload 1 is a low

resolution video. Processing small frames is not computationally

intensive for GPUs, imposing a GPU under-utilization. The frames

in the Workload 2 are larger, which improves the GPU performance.

Using larger workloads on GPUs improves the performance mainly

because it prevents the GPU cores from becoming idle, additionally

it triggers schedule mechanisms for the GPUs that lower the latency

of instructions and memory accesses. In the CPU parallel version

we observe a more noticeable performance improvement when

varying the number of workers, the same does not repeat in the

GPU versions. Since the most intensive computational routines are

performed by the GPU, CPU cores compute only a small amount of

work and become idle. Finally, the performance of the CUDA and

OpenCL code generated was similar.

3.2.2 MB benchmark. The results of MB benchmark are illustrated

in Figure 7. The GPU versions achieved up to 81% better throughput

than the best result of the CPU parallel version in Figure 7(a), and

135% in Figure 7(b). However, this performance improvement is

only observed when SPar generates CUDA code, it occurs due to

CUDA low-level mechanisms that are more optimized than OpenCL

for NVIDIA GPUs. Different from LD, we observe a more noticeable

performance difference when varying the amount of workers in the

GPU versions. It occurs because the GPU usage is lower, and the

CPU is responsible for computing more routines. This explains the

better scaling when adding more parallel workers. However, the

performance starts to decrease when using 6 workers or more as

upon increasing the amount of workers also increases the overhead

of communication in the application.

3.2.3 RT benchmark. Figure 8 shows the results of RT benchmark.

The GPU versions were up to 286% better than the best result of

the CPU parallel version in Figure 8(a), and 331% in Figure 8(b). Dif-

ferent from LD and MB, no performance improvement is observed

when varying the amount of workers beyond 2. The GPU performs

most of the computations and the application imposes a very little
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usage of the CPU, consequently, increasing the amount of workers

does not provide major improvements.

3.3 Batching Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the impact of the batching feature we

added to SPar. We chose to discuss only the MB SPar CUDA version

for the sake of space, but our tests suggest that the same conclusions

hold true to the OpenCL version and to the other Workloads as well.

We measure the latency by adding a timestamp to each stream item

in the first stage and checking the time it spent in the streaming

until arriving in the last stage.We enabled an on-demand scheduling

that only sends items when workers are ready to immediately start

computing. This avoids measuring the time that the item spend

waiting in the queue.

Usually, increasing the batch size also increases the latency since

the items have to wait until the stages receive enough items to

compute the batch. However, many stream processing applications

have strict requirements over latency, defined as service level objec-

tives (SLO) thresholds [11]. Therefore, it is desirable tomaximize the

throughput while keeping the latency within acceptable levels [30].

Figure 9 presents the impact of different numbers of workers and

batch sizes in the MB SPar CUDA version. The X axis indicates the

number of workers on each stage, the Y axis indicates the batch

size, and the Z axis presents the amount of throughput (9(a)) or the

Figure 6: Results of Lane Detection (LD) throughput.

Each version of the benchmarks is named as follows: Serial ver-

sion as serial. SPar parallel code for CPU as SPar. SPar parallel
code for GPU combined with CPU as SPar (CUDA) (CUDA code

generation) and SPar (OpenCL) (OpenCL code generation). The

metrics were collected from ten executions of each test, a negligible

standard deviation was observed in all tests.

3.2 Overall Performance Evaluation
In this section we present the throughput performance for three

stream processing applications: Lane Detection (LD) [34], Mandel-

brot Streaming (MB) [33], and Raytracer (RT) [17]. In the graphs,

the X axis indicates the number of replicas of each stage, the Y

axis lists the versions of the benchmarks, and Z axis presents the

amount of throughput achieved, which are measured in Frames

Per Second (FPS) in LD and RT, and Lines per second (Lines/s) in

the MB. We tested the applications using two different workloads,

where workload 1 has inputs with medium size and workload 2 has

larger input sizes.

3.2.1 LD benchmark. Figure 6 shows the results of the LD bench-

mark. As can be seen, the GPU versions were up to 22% better than

the best result of the CPU parallel version in Figure 6(a), and 47%

in Figure 6(b). The difference of performance when varying the

Workloads for the GPU occurs because the Workload 1 is a low

resolution video. Processing small frames is not computationally

intensive for GPUs, imposing a GPU under-utilization. The frames

in the Workload 2 are larger, which improves the GPU performance.

Using larger workloads on GPUs improves the performance mainly

because it prevents the GPU cores from becoming idle, additionally

it triggers schedule mechanisms for the GPUs that lower the latency

of instructions and memory accesses. In the CPU parallel version

we observe a more noticeable performance improvement when

varying the number of workers, the same does not repeat in the

GPU versions. Since the most intensive computational routines are

performed by the GPU, CPU cores compute only a small amount of

work and become idle. Finally, the performance of the CUDA and

OpenCL code generated was similar.

3.2.2 MB benchmark. The results of MB benchmark are illustrated

in Figure 7. The GPU versions achieved up to 81% better throughput

than the best result of the CPU parallel version in Figure 7(a), and
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3.2.1 LD benchmark. Figure 6 shows the results of the LD bench-

mark. As can be seen, the GPU versions were up to 22% better than

the best result of the CPU parallel version in Figure 6(a), and 47%

in Figure 6(b). The difference of performance when varying the

Workloads for the GPU occurs because the Workload 1 is a low

resolution video. Processing small frames is not computationally

intensive for GPUs, imposing a GPU under-utilization. The frames

in the Workload 2 are larger, which improves the GPU performance.

Using larger workloads on GPUs improves the performance mainly

because it prevents the GPU cores from becoming idle, additionally

it triggers schedule mechanisms for the GPUs that lower the latency

of instructions and memory accesses. In the CPU parallel version

we observe a more noticeable performance improvement when

varying the number of workers, the same does not repeat in the

GPU versions. Since the most intensive computational routines are

performed by the GPU, CPU cores compute only a small amount of

work and become idle. Finally, the performance of the CUDA and

OpenCL code generated was similar.

3.2.2 MB benchmark. The results of MB benchmark are illustrated

in Figure 7. The GPU versions achieved up to 81% better throughput

than the best result of the CPU parallel version in Figure 7(a), and

135% in Figure 7(b). However, this performance improvement is

only observed when SPar generates CUDA code, it occurs due to

CUDA low-level mechanisms that are more optimized than OpenCL

for NVIDIA GPUs. Different from LD, we observe a more noticeable

performance difference when varying the amount of workers in the

GPU versions. It occurs because the GPU usage is lower, and the

CPU is responsible for computing more routines. This explains the

better scaling when adding more parallel workers. However, the

performance starts to decrease when using 6 workers or more as

upon increasing the amount of workers also increases the overhead

of communication in the application.

3.2.3 RT benchmark. Figure 8 shows the results of RT benchmark.

The GPU versions were up to 286% better than the best result of

the CPU parallel version in Figure 8(a), and 331% in Figure 8(b). Dif-

ferent from LD and MB, no performance improvement is observed

when varying the amount of workers beyond 2. The GPU performs

most of the computations and the application imposes a very little
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usage of the CPU, consequently, increasing the amount of workers

does not provide major improvements.

3.3 Batching Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the impact of the batching feature we

added to SPar. We chose to discuss only the MB SPar CUDA version

for the sake of space, but our tests suggest that the same conclusions

hold true to the OpenCL version and to the other Workloads as well.

We measure the latency by adding a timestamp to each stream item

in the first stage and checking the time it spent in the streaming

until arriving in the last stage.We enabled an on-demand scheduling

that only sends items when workers are ready to immediately start

computing. This avoids measuring the time that the item spend

waiting in the queue.

Usually, increasing the batch size also increases the latency since

the items have to wait until the stages receive enough items to

compute the batch. However, many stream processing applications

have strict requirements over latency, defined as service level objec-

tives (SLO) thresholds [11]. Therefore, it is desirable tomaximize the

throughput while keeping the latency within acceptable levels [30].

Figure 9 presents the impact of different numbers of workers and

batch sizes in the MB SPar CUDA version. The X axis indicates the

number of workers on each stage, the Y axis indicates the batch

size, and the Z axis presents the amount of throughput (9(a)) or the

Figure 7: Results ofMandelbrot Streaming (MB) throughput.
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Figure 6: Results of Lane Detection (LD) throughput.

3.2.1 LD benchmark. Figure 6 shows the results of the LD bench-

mark. As can be seen, the GPU versions were up to 22% better than

the best result of the CPU parallel version in Figure 6(a), and 47%

in Figure 6(b). The difference of performance when varying the

Workloads for the GPU occurs because the Workload 1 is a low

resolution video. Processing small frames is not computationally

intensive for GPUs, imposing a GPU under-utilization. The frames

in the Workload 2 are larger, which improves the GPU performance.

Using larger workloads on GPUs improves the performance mainly

because it prevents the GPU cores from becoming idle, additionally

it triggers schedule mechanisms for the GPUs that lower the latency

of instructions and memory accesses. In the CPU parallel version

we observe a more noticeable performance improvement when

varying the number of workers, the same does not repeat in the

GPU versions. Since the most intensive computational routines are

performed by the GPU, CPU cores compute only a small amount of

work and become idle. Finally, the performance of the CUDA and

OpenCL code generated was similar.

3.2.2 MB benchmark. The results of MB benchmark are illustrated

in Figure 7. The GPU versions achieved up to 81% better throughput

than the best result of the CPU parallel version in Figure 7(a), and

135% in Figure 7(b). However, this performance improvement is

only observed when SPar generates CUDA code, it occurs due to

CUDA low-level mechanisms that are more optimized than OpenCL

for NVIDIA GPUs. Different from LD, we observe a more noticeable

performance difference when varying the amount of workers in the

GPU versions. It occurs because the GPU usage is lower, and the

CPU is responsible for computing more routines. This explains the

better scaling when adding more parallel workers. However, the

performance starts to decrease when using 6 workers or more as

upon increasing the amount of workers also increases the overhead

of communication in the application.

3.2.3 RT benchmark. Figure 8 shows the results of RT benchmark.

The GPU versions were up to 286% better than the best result of

the CPU parallel version in Figure 8(a), and 331% in Figure 8(b). Dif-

ferent from LD and MB, no performance improvement is observed

when varying the amount of workers beyond 2. The GPU performs

most of the computations and the application imposes a very little
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usage of the CPU, consequently, increasing the amount of workers

does not provide major improvements.

3.3 Batching Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the impact of the batching feature we

added to SPar. We chose to discuss only the MB SPar CUDA version

for the sake of space, but our tests suggest that the same conclusions

hold true to the OpenCL version and to the other Workloads as well.

We measure the latency by adding a timestamp to each stream item

in the first stage and checking the time it spent in the streaming

until arriving in the last stage.We enabled an on-demand scheduling

that only sends items when workers are ready to immediately start

computing. This avoids measuring the time that the item spend

waiting in the queue.

Usually, increasing the batch size also increases the latency since

the items have to wait until the stages receive enough items to

compute the batch. However, many stream processing applications

have strict requirements over latency, defined as service level objec-

tives (SLO) thresholds [11]. Therefore, it is desirable tomaximize the

throughput while keeping the latency within acceptable levels [30].

Figure 9 presents the impact of different numbers of workers and

batch sizes in the MB SPar CUDA version. The X axis indicates the

number of workers on each stage, the Y axis indicates the batch

size, and the Z axis presents the amount of throughput (9(a)) or the

Figure 8: Results of Raytracer (RT) throughput.

135% in Figure 7(b). However, this performance improvement is

only observed when SPar generates CUDA code, it occurs due to

CUDA low-level mechanisms that are more optimized than OpenCL

for NVIDIA GPUs. Different from LD, we observe a more noticeable

performance difference when varying the amount of workers in the

GPU versions. It occurs because the GPU usage is lower, and the

CPU is responsible for computing more routines. This explains the

better scaling when adding more parallel workers. However, the

performance starts to decrease when using 6 workers or more as

upon increasing the amount of workers also increases the overhead

of communication in the application.

3.2.3 RT benchmark. Figure 8 shows the results of RT benchmark.

The GPU versions were up to 286% better than the best result of

the CPU parallel version in Figure 8(a), and 331% in Figure 8(b). Dif-

ferent from LD and MB, no performance improvement is observed

when varying the amount of workers beyond 2. The GPU performs

most of the computations and the application imposes a very little

usage of the CPU, consequently, increasing the amount of workers

does not provide major improvements.

3.3 Batching Evaluation
In this section we evaluate the impact of the batching feature we

added to SPar. We chose to discuss only the MB SPar CUDA version

for the sake of space, but our tests suggest that the same conclusions

hold true to the OpenCL version and to the other Workloads as well.
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Figure 9: SPar (CUDA) batching in Mandelbrot Streaming.

maximum latency measured for any stream item (9(b)). We tested

the application without batching (which is presented in Figure 9 as

batch size of 1) and using batch sizes of 2 to 10, and also 20 and 30.

Unexpectedly, we found that a batch size of 2 actually reduces

the latency in our experimental scenario. The reason is that the

bottleneck is the GPU communication. Thus, the workers of the

replicated stage must wait for the GPU response and the first stage

waits for it to deliver the next item. This item is spending time

waiting in the worker’s queue. A batch size of 2 reduces the latency

because the items are generated by the first stage faster than the

replicated stages can process, so the worker of the replicated stage

does not have to wait to receive the next item to compute the batch.

In this case, the waiting time of the first item of each batch in the

worker’s batch vector is lower than the waiting time of the item

in the worker’s queue. This trend continues up to a batch size of

10 for 1 worker and up to a batch size of 5 for 2 workers, on which

higher batch sizes start to increase the latency times. Therefore, the

lowest maximum latency is 218 ms (0.22 s in Figure 9(b)), using 2

workers and a batch size of 2.

Besides reducing the latency, using a batch size of 2 offers an

86% of increase in the throughput: 97.9 lines/s using 2 workers

and a batch size of 2 with respect to 52.5 lines/s using the same 2

workers but without batching. For this workload, the configuration

of 5 workers with a batch size of 2 is also particularly interesting:

it presents a throughput of 224 lines/s (84% more than the same

configuration without batching, 122 lines/s) and the highest latency

is only 220 ms (0.22 s in Figure 9(b)). While the MB GPU versions

without batching (Figure 7(a)) were up to 80% better than the best

result of the CPU parallel version, the GPU version with batching

presented up to 665% of throughput improvement (436 lines/s using

9 workers and a batch size of 30 with respect to 57 lines/s of the

CPU parallel version). When using batching, a single GPU kernel

computes several elements at once, which impacts two main fac-

tors that improve the throughput: (1) it decreases the amount of

GPU kernel launches and consequently the required communica-

tion between the CPU and GPU; and (2) it increases the workload

size by merging several stream elements into a single GPU kernel

invocation, improving the GPU usage. Increasing the number of

workers or the batch size impacts the latency more significantly

because the items are waiting longer in the worker’s batch vector.

Table 1: Source Lines of Code (SLOC) comparison.

App Seq. FF+CUDA FF+OpenCL SPar
MB 48 169 (+252%) 292 (+508%) 56 (+17%)

RT 455 595 (+31%) 789 (+73%) 463 (+2%)

LD 300 504 (+68%) 657 (+119%) 312 (+4%)

The best batch size depends on the workload characteristics, but

also in the latency and throughput requirements of the application.

3.4 Programmability Considerations
In this Section we briefly discuss the programability aspects regard-

ing SPar’s programming model compared to manual implementa-

tions targeting CPU+GPU. We discuss programming characteristics

of the versions and analyze the physical Source Lines of Code

(SLOC) added to the sequential version. Table 1 summarizes the

results. Although SLOC alone cannot be used to decide which in-

terface is better, it can give a general idea of extra code lines that

programmers need to design.

Table 1 shows that MB is the smallest sequential application

in terms of lines of code. To enable CPU+GPU parallelism, the

handwritten versions require almost 2.5𝑥 and 5𝑥 more lines of

code for CUDA and OpenCL, respectively. SPar only required 8

extra lines of annotations, roughly 17%. Both CUDA and OpenCL

present a verbose API, where programmers need to implement the

mechanisms for data management, thread synchronization, and

workload balancing. Instead, SPar equips programmers with a high-

level and intuitive language. Programmers can use SPar’s attributes

to provide information about the data flow, while the compiler is

in charge of data management, and other computational aspects

like synchronization and schedulers. For RT and LD we observe

similar behavior, where OpenCL requires the biggest amount of

code lines, followed by CUDA. Again, SPar only requires 2% and

4% more lines of code compared to the sequential counterpart.

These results composed with the previous performance analy-

sis from Section 3.2 indicates that our programming abstractions

are efficient and suitable for stream processing applications. The

high-level language we designed shows the lowest amount of code

lines while the parallel code generated by our compiler achieves

important throughput values.

3.5 Code generation overhead
In this section we discuss the overhead of the code generation

by presenting the performance difference in the total execution

time between the code generated by SPar and handwritten code

using the same underlying libraries. In the MB benchmark, the code

generated by SPar presented lower execution times when compared

to the handwritten code: up to 8.5% and 10.8% lower execution times

in CUDA for the two workloads, respectively, and up to 18% and

21.2% lower execution times in OpenCL for the two workloads,

respectively. In the RT benchmark the code generated by SPar

presented slightly higher execution times than the handwritten

code: up to 2.4% in the Workload 1 and up to 2.5% in the Workload

2. In the LD benchmark the code generated by SPar presented up to

20% higher execution timeswhen compared to the handwritten code

Figure 9: SPar (CUDA) batching in Mandelbrot Streaming.

We measure the latency by adding a timestamp to each stream item

in the first stage and checking the time it spent in the streaming

until arriving in the last stage.We enabled an on-demand scheduling

that only sends items when workers are ready to immediately start

computing. This avoids measuring the time that the item spend

waiting in the queue.

Usually, increasing the batch size also increases the latency since

the items have to wait until the stages receive enough items to

compute the batch. However, many stream processing applications

have strict requirements over latency, defined as service level objec-

tives (SLO) thresholds [11]. Therefore, it is desirable tomaximize the

throughput while keeping the latency within acceptable levels [30].

Figure 9 presents the impact of different numbers of workers and

batch sizes in the MB SPar CUDA version. The X axis indicates the

number of workers on each stage, the Y axis indicates the batch

size, and the Z axis presents the amount of throughput (9(a)) or the

maximum latency measured for any stream item (9(b)). We tested

the application without batching (which is presented in Figure 9 as

batch size of 1) and using batch sizes of 2 to 10, and also 20 and 30.

Unexpectedly, we found that a batch size of 2 actually reduces

the latency in our experimental scenario. The reason is that the

bottleneck is the GPU communication. Thus, the workers of the

replicated stage must wait for the GPU response and the first stage

waits for it to deliver the next item. This item is spending time

waiting in the worker’s queue. A batch size of 2 reduces the latency

because the items are generated by the first stage faster than the

replicated stages can process, so the worker of the replicated stage

does not have to wait to receive the next item to compute the batch.

In this case, the waiting time of the first item of each batch in the

worker’s batch vector is lower than the waiting time of the item

in the worker’s queue. This trend continues up to a batch size of

10 for 1 worker and up to a batch size of 5 for 2 workers, on which

higher batch sizes start to increase the latency times. Therefore, the

lowest maximum latency is 218 ms (0.22 s in Figure 9(b)), using 2

workers and a batch size of 2.

Besides reducing the latency, using a batch size of 2 offers an

86% of increase in the throughput: 97.9 lines/s using 2 workers

and a batch size of 2 with respect to 52.5 lines/s using the same 2

workers but without batching. For this workload, the configuration

of 5 workers with a batch size of 2 is also particularly interesting:

it presents a throughput of 224 lines/s (84% more than the same

Table 1: Source Lines of Code (SLOC) comparison.

App Seq. FF+CUDA FF+OpenCL SPar
MB 48 169 (+252%) 292 (+508%) 56 (+17%)

RT 455 595 (+31%) 789 (+73%) 463 (+2%)

LD 300 504 (+68%) 657 (+119%) 312 (+4%)

configuration without batching, 122 lines/s) and the highest latency

is only 220 ms (0.22 s in Figure 9(b)). While the MB GPU versions

without batching (Figure 7(a)) were up to 80% better than the best

result of the CPU parallel version, the GPU version with batching

presented up to 665% of throughput improvement (436 lines/s using

9 workers and a batch size of 30 with respect to 57 lines/s of the

CPU parallel version). When using batching, a single GPU kernel

computes several elements at once, which impacts two main fac-

tors that improve the throughput: (1) it decreases the amount of

GPU kernel launches and consequently the required communica-

tion between the CPU and GPU; and (2) it increases the workload

size by merging several stream elements into a single GPU kernel

invocation, improving the GPU usage. Increasing the number of

workers or the batch size impacts the latency more significantly

because the items are waiting longer in the worker’s batch vector.

The best batch size depends on the workload characteristics, but

also in the latency and throughput requirements of the application.

3.4 Programmability Considerations
In this Section we briefly discuss the programability aspects regard-

ing SPar’s programming model compared to manual implementa-

tions targeting CPU+GPU. We discuss programming characteristics

of the versions and analyze the physical Source Lines of Code

(SLOC) added to the sequential version. Table 1 summarizes the

results. Although SLOC alone cannot be used to decide which in-

terface is better, it can give a general idea of extra code lines that

programmers need to design.

Table 1 shows that MB is the smallest sequential application

in terms of lines of code. To enable CPU+GPU parallelism, the

handwritten versions require almost 2.5x and 5x more lines of

code for CUDA and OpenCL, respectively. SPar only required 8

extra lines of annotations, roughly 17%. Both CUDA and OpenCL

present a verbose API, where programmers need to implement the

mechanisms for data management, thread synchronization, and

workload balancing. Instead, SPar equips programmers with a high-

level and intuitive language. Programmers can use SPar’s attributes

to provide information about the data flow, while the compiler is

in charge of data management, and other computational aspects

like synchronization and schedulers. For RT and LD we observe

similar behavior, where OpenCL requires the biggest amount of

code lines, followed by CUDA. Again, SPar only requires 2% and

4% more lines of code compared to the sequential counterpart.

These results composed with the previous performance analy-

sis from Section 3.2 indicates that our programming abstractions

are efficient and suitable for stream processing applications. The

high-level language we designed shows the lowest amount of code

lines while the parallel code generated by our compiler achieves

important throughput values.
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Table 2: Comparison with related work.

Work API GPU
Runtime

Supported
Architectures

Parallelism
Exploitation

OpenMP [25] pragma
Compiler-

dependent

GPUs and

multi-cores

Low-level

parallelism

OpenACC [23] pragma
Compiler-

dependent

GPUs

Low-level

parallelism

hiCUDA [12] pragma CUDA GPUs

Low-level

parallelism

XMP-ACC [18] pragma CUDA Distributed

Low-level

parallelism

XACC [22] pragma OpenACC

GPUs and

distributed

Low-level

parallelism

AHP [26] pragma CUDA

GPUs and

multi-cores

Low-level

parallelism

REPARA [5]

C++11

attributes

- -

High-level

parallelism

SPar [9] C++11
attributes

Internal
library

GPUs,
multi-cores,
and distributed

High-level
parallelism

3.5 Code generation overhead
In this section we discuss the overhead of the code generation

by presenting the performance difference in the total execution

time between the code generated by SPar and handwritten code

using the same underlying libraries. In the MB benchmark, the code

generated by SPar presented lower execution times when compared

to the handwritten code: up to 8.5% and 10.8% lower execution times

in CUDA for the two workloads, respectively, and up to 18% and

21.2% lower execution times in OpenCL for the two workloads,

respectively. In the RT benchmark the code generated by SPar

presented slightly higher execution times than the handwritten

code: up to 2.4% in the Workload 1 and up to 2.5% in the Workload

2. In the LD benchmark the code generated by SPar presented up to

20% higher execution timeswhen compared to the handwritten code

in Workload 1 and up to 18% higher execution times in Workload 2.

Further details are discussed in Section 5.7 of [27].

4 RELATEDWORK
In this section we present our related work. We selected those

studies that provide parallel programming abstractions targeting

many-core GPUs. Table 2 summarizes the related work.

Most of available abstractions rely on pragma-based compiler

directives to express parallelism in sequential code. The OpenMP

language specification first provided heterogeneous parallelism ca-

pabilities in its version 4.0 and improved their support for offloading

in version 4.5 [24]. However, programmers must implement their

codes using low-level parallelism such as spawning threads, bar-

rier calls, communication queues, etc. The GPU runtime supported

by OpenMP is compiler-dependent, meaning it is limited by GPU

architectures that are effectively supported by the target compiler.

OpenACC [23] is another annotation-based tool developed by

the industry. The OpenACC language provides some abstractions

but it is mostly composed of lower-level concepts such as worker,
vector, and gang. The programmer needs to consider hardware

configurations and design low-level parallelism strategies in order

to efficiently exploit the underlying GPU performance. Moreover,

the support for hybrid parallelism is compiler-dependent. For ex-

ample, the PGI 15.10 compiler for OpenACC supports multi-core

parallelism but you cannot combine it with GPU parallelism.

There are also pragma-based tools developed by the academia

focused in GPU parallelism (hiCUDA) [12] or distributed GPU par-

allelism (XMP-ACC and XACC) [18, 22]. However, these languages

require application programmers to manually deal with memory

management and data copies between the host and device memory

spaces. Also, some of the aforementioned tools are tied to NVIDIA

boards due to their CUDA runtime and none of them provide stream

parallelism abstractions. When using low-level parallelism strate-

gies, the parallel code is mixed with the application business logic

code. Consequently, debugging and maintaining these applications

becomes intricate. Opposite, the SPar programming model targets

a clear separation between parallelism and application code.

The Automatic Heterogeneous Pipelining (AHP) framework [26]

focuses on identifying the pipeline stages, mapping them into pro-

cessing units (PUs) of heterogeneous systems, and scheduling their

execution. Although the AHP language resembles SPar, we focus

on providing efficient and high-level abstractions decoupled from

the underlying hardware. Instead, AHP expects the programmer to

provide hand-written optimized code for the available PUs.

REPARA was an European project that ran between 2013 and

2016. They promote using C++11 attributes to express stream and

data parallelism by annotating parallel patterns in sequential source

code [4]. It included annotations for three parallel patterns: Pipeline,

Farm, and Map. They also proposed a target attribute to indicate

heterogeneous computer architectures such as GPU and FPGA,

but the support for heterogeneous parallelism was left as future

work [4]. Contrary to SPar, the REPARA project never assembled a

language interpreter and source-to-source compiler to implement

the proposed transformation rules, being a theoretical work.

Among the tools for programming stream processing applica-

tions, SPar stands out by its abstraction of the underlying hardware

architecture from the programmer’s perspective. Our work is the

first on providing high-level C++11 annotations as an API that does

not require significant code refactoring in sequential programs

while enabling multi-core CPU and many-core GPU parallelism

exploitation for stream processing applications.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper presented an extension to SPar that allows parallel code

generation for CPUs combined with GPUs on stream processing

applications. It provides support for exploiting combined stream

and data parallelism using C++ attributes in the serial code. Our

experiments revealed that employing SPar to generate heteroge-

neous parallel code targeting CPU and GPU can vastly improve

the throughput performance compared to parallel code targeting

CPU-only. The heterogeneous GPU code generated by SPar was up

to 47% better than the best parallel CPU version in the benchmark

LD, 135% in MB (665% when using batching), and 331% in RT. Those

results demonstrate that it provides high-level abstractions that

hide architecture details from programmers while keeping rele-

vant performance results, even when considering a heterogeneous

architecture composed of processors and accelerators like GPUs.

With this research, several opportunities for future work are

open. We plan to investigate techniques for supporting multiple

GPUs and other accelerators like FPGAs in SPar. Another possibility

is exploiting hybrid parallelism with SPar, where the CPU and the
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GPU can simultaneously apply data parallelism on stream elements.

Also, we could provide runtime optimizations and algorithms to

decide if the CPU or the GPU should process a stream element to

improve the application’s overall performance. This optimization

is relevant as not every computation is suitable for GPUs.
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